Biography and the “Scandalous Memoir”
Following up on our summer catalogue Centering, we are proud to offer a further selection of books
highlighting the experiences, community organizations, self-expression, and considerable political and
economic influence of London's Great Impures. Women and queer folx who built lives outside of
traditional marriage and family structures, they left behind a rich and vibrant account of themselves
through the popular "Scandalous Memoir" genre in addition to being featured in contemporary satire
and biography. Join us in tipping a hat to the Toasts of the Town.
Peruse, and reach out if there is something that is a complement to your collection – we are always
happy to work on terms that fit libraries’ fiscal year needs, and are particularly flexible on invoicing
and shipping given the closures affecting some acquisitions departments. In the event that you have
specific collecting goals and would like to discuss them with us, we invite you to reach out via phone
or email Tuesday-Saturday when our liaison to institutional clientele is on site.
All items subject to prior purchase.
Descriptions of all items are abbreviated. For full descriptions and images, or to access our full
inventory, please visit WhitmoreRareBooks.com.
For inquiries and orders, please contact Miranda directly:
miranda@whitmorerarebooks.com or 626-714-7720
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A satirist rages at a how a courtesan's social and economic success destabilizes traditional hierarchies
1. [Fisher, Kitty] Funidos, Rigdum.
Kitty's Stream: Or, The Noblemen Turned Fisher-Men. A Comic Satire.
Addressed to the Gentlemen in the Interest of the Celebrated Miss K---y
F----R.
[London]: A. Moore near St. Paul's, 1759. First edition. Bound in modern
marbled wrappers with label to front. Measuring 195 x 155mm and
collating complete: 15, [1, blank]. A surprisingly fresh and unmarked copy
of this satirical piece centered on courtesan Kitty Fisher, who was
beginning her career rise to fame. Scarce institutionally and in trade, ESTC
reports only 8 copies in libraries. In the last 90 years it has appeared only
once at auction, with this being the only example on the market.
Kitty Fisher would eventually rise to become one of "the most celebrated
women" in her field, ranking in Harris' List of Covent Garden Ladies
alongside "Covent Garden Characters and Reigning Celebrities." The
premier 18th century guide to London's sex trade, Harris' List offered
readers the names, biographies, locations, prices, and specialties of the
city's most infamous sex workers. For women hoping to maintain clientele, being included was of importance.
For potential patrons, it was a source for practical information as well as the foundation of a range of
pornographic fantasies. In the guide's pages, sex workers "become so many things" and "the women described
seem at times to undergo all of Ovid's Metamorphoses. Men, too, are transformed, though chiefly by
implication" (Denlinger).
Several poems and satires would be released about Kitty Fisher in her lifetime; and the present is an example
from fairly early in her career. The title itself is a masterful encapsulation of how Kitty has accomplished her
clients' metamorphoses: like an Ovidian deity, she has transformed “Nobel-men” who visit her stream into
"Fisher-men," that is, men of her own garter or order. This theme follows in the larger satire, which grapples
with how such a woman has generated so much power for herself. Within the poem, Kitty's allure is so extreme
that she becomes a rival to Britannia, shifting the loyalties of patriots. "Where are her Patriots, learn'd and great,
That should adorn Britannia's State? Are all her Friends, that well shou'd wish her, Now turn'd the Dupes of
K--y F--r?" In abandoning Britannia, the noblemen also shed their genteel identities and class loyalty. Those
"who shun Bellona's dire Alarms, To revel in a Harlot's Arms…Giving for One Night's Lodging more Than
would maintain an Hundred Poor." Ultimately, the satirist puts very little emphasis on the sexual acts that Kitty
performs; rather, concern rests on the high price she commands. "Is She alone the finest Whore Among, at
least, an Hundred Score? Are there not fairer on the Town What walk the Streets, and take a Crown?" Yet Kitty
Fisher established her value socially and economically even at this early stage -- and convinced London of it as
well. Register of Erotic Books 1863, 2410, 3900. ESTC T124876. (4762) $4,250

Famed historical courtesans and their political sway draw attention to the power of the thriving contemporary sex trade
2. La Roche-Guilhem, Anne de.
The History of Female Favourites...
London: Printed for C. Parker, 1772. First English language edition.
Contemporary mottled calf with morocco and gilt to spine. Marbled
endpapers. Measuring 217 x 127mm and collating complete: [4], 324.
Light shelfwear to spine ends and corners; front joint cracked but sound.
A firm, square copy that is internally fresh and unmarked. A scarce work
by a woman documenting the lives of historic courtesans, it has appeared
only twice at auction in the past 85 years and ESTC reports only 13
institutionally held copies (3 of these in the U.S.).
Anne de La Roche-Guilhem's history of famed courtesans was published
in four languages between its 1675 release in French and its first
appearance in English in 1772 (OCLC). That year, both The Critical
Review and the London Magazine noted its potential interest to "those
who are fond of of what is known by the name of secret history" and
claimed somewhat dismissively that "the ladies will find themselves
particularly amused." Female Favourites certainly participated in a
popular genre aimed at women -- among its contemporaries were
Thomas Amories' Lives of Several Ladies of Great Britain (1755),
Thomas Gibbons' Memoirs of Eminently Pious Women (1777), and Ann Thicknesse's Sketches of the Lives
and Writings of the Ladies of France (1778). Yet it stood out for avoiding the emphasis on women as exemplars,
heroes, or artists to instead focus on the histories and lives of courtesans.
Politics, sex, and economics intertwine in La Roche-Guilhem's narratives which are part fact and part fiction.
Female Favourites takes up the stories of courtesans a safe historical distance from the author's own lifetime:
Mary de Padilla, Livia, Julia Farnessa, Agnes Boreau, and Nantilda each served kings, emperors, and popes.
Their roles were notably more than sexual and physical, however. Though Female Favourites gestures to the
weakness and hypocrisy of men in leadership, it equally calls out the power and influence these women could
wield not only over their lovers but over their lovers' realms. Tyrants could be advised toward more generous
social policies and royal gene pools could be reshaped by genealogical lines outside those sanctioned by the
crown -- in the case of Mary de Padilla and King Pedro of Castile, for example. "Mary of Padilla was too much
bias'd by interest to neglect such a conquest, and her engaging airs, apt to ensnare, did so enslave a man strong
in nothing but crimes that soon she saw herself an absolute sovereign." Encouraging readers to see the more
complex roles played by courtesans of the past, Female Favourites also connected these ideas to the thriving
sex trade of the present. After all, though ministers and politicians decried so-called bawds and prostitutes, the
women and queer people of Covent Garden in London were in their heyday running powerful businesses,
generating wealth and even, as this book suggests, enjoying political sway. ESTC T60642. (4950)
$3,500

A courtesan calls out patriarchal double standards: "At present, the Thief is exempted from
Punishment, and it is only the Party despoiled who suffers"
3. Muilman, Teresia Constantia.
A Letter Humbly Address'd to the Right Honourable the Earl of Chesterfield
(Signed First Edition).
London: Printed for the Author and sold at her House in White-Harte Street,
1750. First edition. Modern drab wrappers, all edges speckled red. Bound with
blank pages to rear. Measuring 175 x 100mm. Collating [2], 41, [1, blank]: bound
without the half title, else complete. Signed on the final page of text by the
author: "Your Lordship's most obed[ient] serv[ant]! T. Muilman." Internally
fresh and unmarked, with pages closely trimmed; no loss to printed text, but
minor loss to final letter of author's signature. One of three issues with
unknown priority, the present first edition of A Letter Humbly Address'd
conforms to ESTC T82111, including the dash in White-Harte and the author's
signature to "prevent imposition" (Sloane Museum). All variants are scarce
institutionally and in trade. No copy of any variant has come to auction in the
last 25 years.
Having entered the sex trade at the age of 12, Teresia Constantia Phillips Muilman leveraged her marginalized
position to publicly narrate her experiences in ways often denied to women within the patriarchally sanctioned
marriage economy. Beginning with her celebration of non-normative sexuality in The Happy Courtezans
(1735), she became a master of generating and then utilizing scandals around her to achieve greater reputation.
While the responses to The Happy Courtezans prompted her to further publish The Fateful Courtezans and
The Secrets of a Woman's Heart, her autobiographical works have solidified her historical fame. Her Apology
for the Conduct of Mrs. TC Phillips, "written in three parts, the first of which was published in 1748," provide
us with much of what we know of her life, though she was an admittedly unreliable source and the salacious
details may have been designed to blackmail men she felt had wronged her (Murden).
In the present work, released in three variant issues in 1750, Muilman takes an opportunity to show that she is
not only an appetitive figure roiled in sexual scandal. A Letter Humbly Address'd -- reissued a decade later as
The Real Duty of a Woman -- was a space where she logically takes patriarchy to task, considering the academic
and social educations of women as well as the double standards placed upon them. "My Lord," she begins,
"when you jocosely recommended to me the writing of the Whole Duty of Woman, I dare say you imagined
the Thought expir'd in the Birth: first, that I believe your Lordship does not conceive me capable of such a
Task of such Solidity and good Judgement, and lastly that my own Actions have been conducted with so little
Wisdom and Discretion that it is hardly possible to imagine that she, who has judged so ill for herself, can have
any conception of what the Duty of a Woman really is, or ought to be." While Muilman admits to her past
choices, allowing the reader to place some blame upon her, she does not seek forgiveness. Rather, she embraces
a position of "a female rake" whose "libertinism is marked by a double transgression of gender as well as class"
and who can defend socially vulnerable women because she no longer is one (Wilson). Thus, in calling out her
own actions she also calls to task the men who do the same; she asks why they should not be condemned or
punished alike, if their actions violate the same rules. "I think, in Honour and Justice, there should be some
lesser Punishment [for seduction] than that of eternal Infamy, affix'd to a Crime in Which men are the principal
Aiders and Abetters, or else that Crime should be equally odious in both: for at present, the Thief is exempted
from Punishment, and it is only the Party despoiled who suffers." ESTC T82111. (4835)
$2,950

Intertwining Sophia Baddeley's public fame as a courtesan with her happy domestic life and marriage with Elizabeth Steele
4. Steele, Elizabeth.
The Memoirs of Mrs. Sophia Baddeley, Late of Drury Lane Theatre (6
vols. in 3).
Clerkenwell: Printed for the author at the Literary Press, 1787. First
edition. Six volumes bound in three. Contemporary polished calf with gilt
and morocco labels to spines. Front joint of volume I repaired, all others
cracked and tender but holding. Some chipping to spine ends. Bookplates
of Frank Muir to front pastedown of each. Overall square and pleasing.
Measuring 165 x 100mm and collating [4], 199, 1, blank]; [4], 5-223, [1,
blank]; [4], 215, [1, errata]; [4], 5-240; [4], 5-228; [4], 5-199, [5]: complete,
including all half titles and errata. Volume I with one page roughly cut
with loss to fore-edge but not text affected (volume II pages 119-20) and
offsetting to pages 222-23 of the same. With the exception of offsetting
to pastedowns, an internally unmarked and bright text. The last copy to
sell at auction appeared in 1981. The present is the only example on the
market.
"The Memoirs of Mrs. Sophia Baddeley is rarely mentioned in the
discussions of the life writing of 18th century courtesans, as scholars have
tended to focus on the more scandalous of the memoirists" (Thompson). Less interested in gossip or intrigue,
"the actress and courtesan Sophia Baddeley and her biographer and companion Elizabeth Steele challenged
conventional narratives of female identity...In their brief years of cohabitation, recounted here, they exchanged
traditional domesticity for financial independence and established a prominent place on the public stage. In her
writing, Steele exploits the generic flexibility of of the scandal memoir in order to recuperate Baddeley's
reputation, and she presents their bond as a companionate marriage. Steele imagines a fluid model of gendered
identity in a text punctuated by cross-dressing, bed-swapping, and duels. However, she also translates the
women's experience of domestic violence, financial exploitation, and sexual double standards into a feminist
polemic and satire of fashionable society" (Culley). Documenting the period of 1769-1774, The Memoirs begin
at the height of Baddeley's success both on stage and in sex work; this part of her life is connected with, rather
than opposed to, her domestic life with Steele, residing together in the fashionable West End as friends, lovers,
and business partners. Together, the women reap economic and social rewards -- with Steele operating as an
agent and procurer for Baddeley, and the pair sharing in fineries and luxuries. Yet what could be a flat
glorification of obscene wealth or a reveling in excess is balanced out. "Steele's most persistent strategy for
liberating herself and Baddeley from the flattened roles of bawd and courtesan is to configure their
unconventional bond as an idealized companionate marriage" in which Baddeley is "a tender and endearing
partner" (Culley). Though the end of Baddeley's life would be marked by economic precarity, battles with
addiction, and illness, Steele's memoir reminds readers of that at their height, the women could mutually enjoy
life with their cats, their canaries, and "the placid satisfaction that no place but home with quiet affords."
A significant text highlighting the interconnectedness of theatrical and sexual performance, women's economic
and sexual precarity, social double standards, and the supportive spaces that women, sex workers, and queer
peoples could build outside of traditional boundaries. ESTC T114315. English Theatrical Literature 2397.
(4764) $3,750

The first collected edition of important satires documenting the lives and histories of London's brothels and Great Impures
5.
[Thompson, Edward] The Author of the Meretriciad.
The Court of Cupid. Containing the Eighth Edition of the Meretriciad,
with Great Additions (in 2 vols.).
London: Printed for C. Moran, 1770. First collected edition.
Contemporary speckled calf, skillfully rebacked with original spines laid
down. Gilt and morocco labels to spines. Marbled endpapers. Measuring
155 x 96mm and collating complete, including final advert leaf to volume
II: [2], ii, 147, [1, blank]; [2], v, [1, advert], 139, [3]. Bookplates of J. O.
Edwards to front pastedowns of each, with additional bookseller's ticket
to front endpaper of volume II. Front endpaper of volume I detached at
base but holding well else; some offsetting to preliminary and terminal
leaves of both volumes. Occasional light pencil marginalia. Overall a fresh
copy of a scarce work on the women of the London sex trade. ESTC
reports only 8 copies in libraries, and its most recent appearance at auction
was in 1931. The present is the only complete copy on the market.
Edward Thompson's position as a satirist "has drawn the attention of
commentators from Dr. Johnson to modern times," and given that his
"verse and prose was generally in the manner of his declared mentors, the
ancients Horace, Juvenal, and Ovid...his targets were frequently political,
and ad hominem" (Bibliographic Society). Among his most notable works were those that addressed London's
widespread sex trade, praising and critiquing the women who had been immortalized as Toasts of the Town in
Harris' Guide to Covent Garden Ladies. These were drawn together for the first time as a collection under the
title The Court of Cupid: The Meretriciad (1761), The Temple of Venus (1663), The Courtesan (1765), and The
Demi-Rep (1765).
The Court of Cupid allowed Thompson to capitalize on the fame of London's courtesans, reprinting and
expanding works that were already popular; but it was also commercially beneficial to the demi-reps as well.
For the most successful members of the trade, staying in the public eye was necessary. It could help young
courtesans develop reputations and clientele; it could ensure that established courtesans continued to be seen
as desirable and thus could justify (or increase) their fees. Certainly this was the case for Kitty Fisher, who
appeared among a multitude of other Toasts and bawds in The Meretriciad and then became the central focus
of The Courtesan four years later. By this time, poetry, satires, and gossip columns could not get enough of
her. "Her name grew familiar to the beaux of clubland, and curiosity was piqued when it was known that she
was an exclusive young lady who would accept no present and grant no interview without a formal introduction"
(Bleackley). As a woman immortalized in print and paint (Joshua Reynolds famously did a series of portraits of
her), she could even publicly turn down and humiliate Casanova as being beneath her.
Kitty is not alone among the multitude of women mentioned in this collection --- bawds and brothels, friends
and rivals were preserved for literary critics and historians to remember. Satires like Thompson's assist us in
remembering that during the height of London's sex trade, there existed a vibrant and successful community
of women who profited from their sexual desirability, and who used those profits to carve out a desirable social
space outside of the constrained domestic roles into which patriarchy had insisted they fit.
Register of Erotic Books 1097. ESTC T126148. (5057)
$4,750

A sex worker’s empowered and unrepentant memoir, which became a scandalous bestseller
6.
Wilson, Harriette.
Harriette Wilson's Memoirs of Herself and Others (in 3 vols.).
London: T. Douglas, 1825. First edition. One of two editions (this one
potentially pirated), the other by Stockdale. Original drab boards, with early
rebacking in pebbled cloth and retaining their contemporary handwritten
labels to spines. Measuring 185 x 110mm and collating complete including
frontis to each: [28], 244; [4], 239, [1, blank]; [4], 239, [1, blank]. Some
scuffing and wear to boards and fraying to spine ends; contemporary pencil
annotations regarding the book's contents and purchase location to both
pastedowns of volume I and rear pastedown of volume III. Tick marks
and occasional marginal annotations in the same hand throughout.
Occasional light scattered foxing, but in all clean. Foot of volume I title
page loose; amateur tape repair to volume I pages 133-134 to reinforce a
closed snag, with all text remaining legible. Newspaper clipping of a related
libel trial tipped into volume III between pages 166-167. A wild best-seller
in its own time, Wilson's Memoirs were released at the tail end of the
"whore's memoirs" fever of the 18th-19th centuries, reinvigorating interest
in the genre. Surprisingly scarce institutionally and in trade, OCLC lists only 18 complete three-volume first
edition sets, with numerous other libraries reporting incomplete or mixed copies. It has appeared at auction
twice since 1950, most recently in a modern binding.
From its opening, Harriette Wilson's memoir promises readers a controversial and unapologetic take on the
famed courtesan's life. "I shall not say how and why I became, at the age of fifteen, the mistress of the Earl of
Craven. Whether it was love...or the depravity of my own heart, or the winning arts of the noble Lord which
induced me...does not now much signify," she states in her opening line. Henceforth, Wilson departed her
father's household and embarked on a storied career in sex work, counting among her patrons "the most
distinguished men of the day, from the Duke of Wellington to Lord Byron. She held court in a box at the opera,
attended by statesmen, poets, national heroes, aristocrats, and members of the beau monde who hoped to be
immortalized by her glance" (Blanch). Written and published as she began showing signs of age, and thus began
a fall out of favor, Wilson used her words to remain in the public eye, reveling in the life she had built.
Unrepentant, Wilson casts herself as "spirited and single-minded...ducking and diving through society, making
sure, in a world heavily weighted towards men, she was always on the winning side. Her life story, although
controversial, set the early nineteenth century alight by holding up a mirror to the double standards that riddled
male and female behavior" (Dangerous Women Project).
One of the last great Toasts of the Town as one century shifted to the next, Wilson knew how to attract
attention and generate press -- particularly when in need of funds to continue her lavish lifestyle. Released in
three parts between January and April of 1825, Memoirs ignited scandal across London and became an
immediate bestseller. "The Cabinet was said to be engrossed in reading them, jokes were made in Parliament,
members of Brooks' held a meeting to discuss action" and booksellers "had to erect barricades outside their
premises...to hold back mobs of eager buyers. Harriette was said to have made £10,000 [equivalent to £995,800
or approximately $1.25 million] from sales and hush-money, more than enough to ensure her a comfortable
old age" (Linnane). A courtesan's triumph. Register of Erotic Books 2131 (for the T. Douglas edition only).
(5035) $2,500
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